
Coaches in the role of learning facili-
tator coordinate a wide range of
learning opportunities for teachers
to develop teachers’ knowledge,
attitude, skills, aspirations, and

behaviors. Coaches may train teachers in new
instructional strategies, facilitate whole school
study groups, lead critical friends groups, facili-
tate action research teams, or organize profes-
sional learning teams. Because the types of learn-
ing experiences the coach facilitates vary, this
role is diverse. Coaches recognize the importance
of using a variety of learning processes, honoring
the uniqueness of adult learners, and aligning the
learning process with the content and the learning
preferences of teachers.

In the role of learning facilitator, coaches
influence the direction of the school’s profession-
al development plan. As experts on professional
development, coaches use professional develop-
ment to leverage improvement in teacher practice
and student learning. Coaches assist the principal,
school improvement team, and grade-level or
department teams to design effective ways to
structure their learning and use team and whole
school learning time effectively.

Many coaches provide training for teachers
in their schools on topics related to curriculum,
assessment, and instruction. When training is
needed, the coach organizes it in such a way that
teachers are active participants in learning that
relates directly to their identified needs. Learning

facilitators organize pro-
fessional learning in
multiple diverse ways in
addition to training.
They accept that teach-
ers learn best with and
from one another and
organize opportunities
for teachers to teach
teachers. This form of
learning often occurs
within the school day in
collaborative settings
where teachers view their work as opportunities
to refine their practice. 

Frequently, the coach provides just-in-time
or “at the elbow” training to teachers in small
groups or individually. When a new teacher
wants assistance with a behavior management
strategy for a student who is often disruptive, the
coach may teach the novice teacher a simple and
effective behavior management strategy and help
her implement consistently. If an experienced
teacher has an autistic child in his classroom for
the first time, the coach may provide ideas about
how to make accommodations in assessment for
this student. Sometimes, a teacher may want help
with English as a Second Language students and
the coach may help the teacher understand the
stages of language acquisition. These forms of
learning occur daily and are facilitated by coach-
es in conversations about teaching and learning.
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ROLE: Learning facilitator

PURPOSE: To design collaborative, job-embedded,
standards-based professional learning 
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For example, when
a new teacher
wants assistance
with a behavior
management
strategy for a
student who is
often disruptive, the
coach may teach
the novice teacher
a simple and
effective behavior
management
strategy and help
her implement
consistently.

 



Occasionally, the coach organizes training by
outside consultants because the expertise does
not exist within the school or coordinates teach-
ers’ participation in training outside the school or
district.

Knowledge and skills

Coaches have a deep understanding of the

standards for high-quality staff development,
research on change, powerful designs for profes-
sional learning, adult learning, and resources to
support learning within the school, district, and
beyond. The skills a coach uses in this role
include facilitating dialogue and team work,

SKILLS OF THE

LEARNING

FACILITATOR:

• Facilitating

dialogue and team

work

• Assessing needs of

teachers

• Designing learning

and learning

materials

• Differentiating for

diverse learners

• Presenting skills

• Following up with

learners

• Meeting

management skills

• Communicating

effectively
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Continued on Page 5

Scenario:

Learning facilitator at work

O
ne of the goals for the

Benton Middle School

staff is increasing

instructional effectiveness. In

their school plan, teachers

agreed to learn the nine strate-

gies for effective instruction

identified by Marzano,

Pickering, and Pollock in

Classroom Instruction That

Works: Research-Based Strategies

for Increasing Student

Achievement (ASCD, 2001). Each

month of the school year, teach-

ers will learn and practice a new

strategy in their classrooms. It is

the beginning of the third

month of school, and Wageh

Saad* is preparing for his 90-

minute presentation on the

third strategy, summarizing and

note-taking. He talks with sever-

al teachers and learns that they

are struggling with the second

strategy, similarities and differ-

ences, and not satisfied with the

work their students are produc-

ing. He decides to ask a few

more experienced and confi-

dent teachers in several grade

levels to bring samples of stu-

dent work that represents their

application of similarities and

differences to the afternoon

meeting.

At the beginning of the

meeting, Saad checks in with

the whole staff to verify that

what he has heard from a few is

true for the majority. He doesn’t

want to assume that if a few

teachers are struggling that all

are. He comes to the meeting

prepared to differentiate the

learning experiences for teach-

ers if that seems appropriate

and has already enlisted the

support of the principal to take

the group of teachers who may

want to spend more time on

similarities and differences

while he moves ahead with oth-

ers to the new strategy.

Just as he heard, the major-

ity of teachers express their

frustration with similarities and

differences. Even those who

report being confident agree

that it will be helpful for them

to review the strategy. Saad asks

the whole faculty if they want

to use their time together to

examine some student work

and to do some joint problem

solving about the similarities

and differences strategy. He also

asks for their commitment to

meet again in two weeks to

learn about the third strategy,

summarizing and note-taking,

which they will forego today.

Saad quickly changes plans and

organizes teachers into small,

mixed grade-level groups to

conduct a Collaborative

Assessment Conference using

the student work several teach-

ers brought. Teachers find it

very helpful to look at student

work and discover what stu-

dents know and don’t know

about similarities and differ-

ences.

After a 45-minute

Collaborative Assessment

Conference, Saad organizes

teachers into grade-level Help

Groups (Killion & Kaylor, 1991)

to talk about their problems

with the similarities and differ-

ences strategy. Teachers use the

information from the

Collaborative Assessment

Conference groups to focus

their questions about the next

steps for improving students’

work with similarities and differ-

ences. Teachers leave the meet-

ing feeling more confident and

eager to try their new ideas.

Saad realizes that not every

strategy will be easy for teach-

ers to apply. He appreciates

teachers’ openness to asking for

more help with a strategy and is

confident that this risk-free

environment will help them all

become more successful imple-

menting these research-based

instructional strategies.

* Fictitious name and school
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assessing needs of teachers, designing learning
and learning materials, differentiating for diverse
learners, presenting skills, following up with
learners, meeting management skills, and com-
municating effectively. 

Challenges

Coaches face several challenges in this role.
One challenge is ensuring that learning opportu-
nities align with both learners’ needs and the
school’s goals. Another challenge is resorting to
whole group, one-size-fits-all training because it

is easier to organize than other designs for pro-
fessional learning. While training is efficient and
a relatively easy way to deliver information to
the whole staff, training may be the least effec-
tive if the goal is change in practice. The coach
knows that the power of shared learning is a fac-
tor that influences change in teacher practice.
Another challenge is differentiating learning for
teachers who may be at different points in their
careers or who may have different levels of
understanding or need to know. When coaches
work with smaller groups of teachers, this prob-
lem is often mitigated. u
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Coaches often fill

multiple roles

simultaneously.
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when providing services to individuals or teams
of teachers. This allows coaches to reflect on
their work and assess the balance of roles and the
effectiveness of each role.

It is essential to keep in mind that coaches
often fill multiple roles simultaneously.
Depending on their job descriptions and their

agreements with principals, district supervisors,
and teachers whom they serve, coaches may fill
some or all of the roles in a typical day. The
complexity and challenge of determining what
roles to fill, and when and where to fill them, are
the most difficult aspects of coaches’ work.

We will explore one of these roles in each
issue of this newsletter. We begin on p. 3 with the
role of the Learning Facilitator. u
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